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The more one reads Cavafy's poetry, the more one recognizes 
the same motifs recurring at different stages of his reuvre. In 

this paper I am concerned not with the gradual metamorphosis 
of successive unpublished drafts of the same poem into its final 
version, but chiefly with those published poems that rework 
ideas and motifs from other already published poems - in other 
words, the genetic relationship between poems that Cavafy 
himself considered to be complete. 

This phenomenon is particularly clearly observable when 
one reads the early poems through the prism of the late ones and 
vice versa. We can do this if we divide Cavafy's reuvre into two 
chief stages, "early" and "late", adopting his own view that 
1911 marks the chief watershed in his poetic output but 
recognising that there are other less significant watersheds and 
that his poetic development was continuous.1 It is perhaps 
particularly when we read the poems backwards (from late to 
early) rather than in their chronological order that we observe 
him transmuting certain material from an older poem when 
writing a newer one. There remains the problem of accurately 
establishing the date of each poem's original conception 
(particularly as long as the Cavafy Archive in Athens remains 
closed), since, while Cavafy always provided us with the date 
of first publication, we know that his poems usually matured 
over a long period, often a period of many years; however, in his 
1991 edition, Savidis does provide us with relatively reliable 
dates of composition (Cavafy 1991). Besides, in most cases I shall 

1 Pieris (1992: 102-7) sees two important breaks before 1911, the first in 
1891, when Cavafy moves from a Romantic to a Symbolist and Parnassian 
orientation, and the second in 1899-1901, when he abandons Symbolism 
and Parnassianism for the sake of realism. Pieris sees this latter break as 
more significant than 1911. 
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be comparing poems whose dates of publication are distant 
enough for us to be certain that they were conceived and written 
at a significant chronological remove from each other. I should 
make it clear that I am concentrating on Cavafy's 154-poem 
"canon"; in other words, of each pair of poems that I am com
paring, each member was authorised by Cavafy for publication 
in his poetic works. Nevertheless, by reading the poems neither 
in the chronological order of their composition nor in the order in 
which Cavafy intended them to be published, I am defamiliar
ising each poem by detaching it from its immediate chrono
logical and/ or thematic context and pairing it with another 
poem that dates from at least ten (and in most cases at least 
twenty) years before or after. 

Other critics have pointed to features that distinguish 
Cavafy's early poems from the late ones. Pieris (1992) has made 
a significant contribution to our understanding of these dis
tinctive features. He states that what he calls Cavafy's "poetic 
character [ ... ] is distinguished by persistent but creative 
repetition and by the renewed recurrence of the same things and 
the same themes" (1992: 227). Nevertheless, while he makes a 
few references to instances where Cavafy returns in a later 
published poem to a theme that has appeared in some earlier 
unpublished or rejected poem, Pieris has practically nothing to 
say specifically about the handling of the same themes in pairs 
of published poems separated by a long chronological gap.2 

I have based the table below partly on what Pieris tells us 
about the differences between Cavafy's "early" and "late" 
period. In fact Pieris does not specifically set out to compile a list 
of the distinctive features as I have done in the table, and his 
references to these distinctions are scattered in various parts of 
his book. Moreover, he is not always concerned to present these 
.features in terms of antithetical pairs, as I have tried to do in 

2 Pieris (1992) makes the following links between early and late poems: 
"ITptaµou vuK1:01eopia" (unpublished) with '" AyE, co pacrtAEU 1:cov AaKEoat

µovicov" (95), "Ev t0tvoncoptVT]<; vuK1:6<; E'\Jota" ("rejected") with "Ev E0'7t£pa" 

(239n.), "KaA6<; Km KaK6<; Katp6<;" ("rejected") with "Zcoypattcrµeva" (304), 
"A6yo<; Kat mcon11" ("rejected") with "HyEµwv EK L'iunKT]<; AtPu-r1<;" (321-4), 
and "'O1tot0<; a1ee1:uxc" (unpublished) with "Pco-wucrE yta 1:riv 1tot61:ri1:a" 

(335-7). 
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the table. Most of the terms above the horizontal line are 
Pieris's (I have added page references to Pieris 1992 where 
appropriate); the pairs below the line are my own additions. 

Table: Some distinctive characteristics of Cavafi/s early and 
late poetry 

Early 
vague (Symbolist aoptcrna: 85) 
lack of location 
Romantic 
metaphorical or allegorical 
presence of similes (218) 
abstract 
static 
antithesis (318) 
aotaUal;ia (73), µovoA.t0tKO'tTj'tU 

(322) 

over-personal 
over-general 
explicit irony 
direct expression 
categorical expression 
didactic 
earnestness 
direct involvement ( of poet in 

poem) 

men controlled by gods 

pessimism and nihilism 

Late 
specific 
~twµevoc; xropoc; (213) 
realistic (268) 
literal 
absence of similes 
concrete (lived experience: 76) 
dynamic 
dialectic (323) 

avwpa-ctK6-cri-ca, '!''llXOAO)'tKll 
acr-cacria, ri01K11 acr-ca0ew (120) 

objective, depersonalised 
contextualised 
implicit irony 
oblique, indirect presentation 
fictional or dramatic presentation 
ambivalent 
humour 
aesthetic distance ( of poet from 

poem) and independence (of 
poem from poet) 

men's fate controlled by a variety 
of forces, including Art, Eros, 
society, politics and the 
economy 

aesthetic optimism (belief in the 
positive power of Art and 
Eros) 

David Ricks adds that the titles of early poems tend to 
precede the poem (i.e. they are already given before we read the 
poem), while those of later poems are often extracted from them 
(i.e. they follow from the already given poem: Ricks 1993: 95). 
To give an instance of extreme polarity, the title "H no;\,ti;" sets 
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out the central allegorical symbol of the poem (and the poem 
becomes a set-piece, an exercise in antithesis), while "A<; 
qip6vnsav" presents us with a title that is totally incomprehens
ible until we have read the poem. Ricks also talks of "the 
sententious, time-free poems of Cavafy's early career" as against 
"the historically rooted monologues which are perhaps his 
greatest achievement". 

I shall now offer some brief comments on some of the features 
listed in the table. Similes such as the following are frequently 
found in Cavafy's early poetry: "Iav crdiµm:a O)pata v£Kpffiv [ ... ] / 
E.'tcr' T\ £m0uµi£<; µotcisouv ... " ("Ern0uµ{c<;"), "Tou µ0,,AOV'tO<; T\ 
µ£pc<; cr't£KOV't 0 £µ1tpocr'tci µa<; / cra µta crctpci Kcpcina avaµba -" 
("Kcptci "), "d v' T\ 1tpocr1tci8£t£<; µa<; crav 'tO)V TpwO)v" ("T pdic<;"). 
Similes are more or less absent from his later poetry. 

Some of Cavafy's poetry is structured on antithesis, the most 
obvious example being "Che fece .... il gran rifiuto", in which the 
exclusive Nat/'Ox1 (either/ or) opposition is striking. By contrast, 
the later poetry displays a dialectic in which the opposition 
between thesis and antithesis leads either to the Aufhebung 
("removal/raising") of oppositions or to the ironic coexistence of 
opposite views. 

From the little information available about Cavafy's manu
script revisions, we can observe a process of depersonalisation in 
the genesis of certain poems, or in the revisiting of an earlier 
theme in a later poem. Thus the earlier title "Mta vux'ta µou" 
became simply "Mw vux-ra" by the time the poem was 
published.3 We can also observe the unpublished poem "TcXVTJ'tct 
civ0T\" (1903) being metamorphosed into "Tou µayaswu" (1913), 
where a direct statement of personal preference in the earlier 
poem ("t..£v 00\,0) 'tOU<; aA.T]0tvou<; vapxtcrcrou<; [ ... ] t..6m£ µ£ civ0T] 
't£XVTJ'tct") develops into an objectivised expression of the taste of 
a particular character in the later one. 

Gods are frequently mentioned in the early poems: "To ipyov 
'tO)V 0cdiv ◊taK07t'tOµ£v £µde;" ("t..wxomf'), "Ot civ8p0)1tOt yvO)pt
souv 'ta ytv6µ£va. / Ta µiUovrn yvO)ptsouv Ot 0rnt" ("Loqioi ◊£ 
npocrtoV'tO)v"). The Iliadic poems such as "Amcr'tta" and "Ta ciAoya 
'tOU AXtAAEO)<;" present fate in the guise of gods who are 

3 I am grateful to Sarah Ekdawi for pointing this out to me. For details 
about the Cavafy Archive see Ekdawi and Hirst (1996: 3). 
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indifferent to human suffering. In "A1ttcr'tta" the poet himself 
points out (albeit from Thetis's point of view) that Apollo was 
responsible for Achilles's death, thus going counter to his own 
prophecy. In the later poems gods are mentioned as wielding 
power over men ("As; <j>povni;av ot Kpmaw{ 0eo{", as the speaker 
in "As; <j>pov'tt/;av" puts it, or "61tm<; av o 8a{µmv 8t8ro", as 
Cratisiclia says in "' Aye, m PacrtAEU AaKE8mµovimv"), but such 
expressions are always placed in the mouths of historical or 
fictional characters and are not presented as being the poet's own 
words; besides, in "A<; <j>povnl;av" irony is implicit in the fact 
that the character who speaks in the poem lays the blame for 
his predicament on gods in whom the poet and his readers do not 
believe. 

As far as his rewritings are concerned, it is as though Cavafy 
first deals with a topic generally and theoretically in an early 
poem, then goes on later to depict a specific instance of a similar 
situation. His abandonment of the generalising and universal
ising thrust that characterises many of his early poems is 
indicated by the fact that, of his own three categories of poems 
("philosophical", "historical" and "sensual"), the "philo
sophical" type, which forms a significant proportion of his early 
poems, more or less ceases to appear after 1915 (Hirst 1995). This 
tendency to generalize and universalise is also shown in certain 
titles. In "Che fece .... il gran rifiuto", Dante's "the one who 
made the great refusal" (referring to a particular historical 
personage, Pope Celestine V) significantly comes to imply 
"whoever has made the great refusal". Such a tendency is also 
apparent in the first lines of some of the poems: "LE µEptKous; 
av0pronous; EPXE'tat µrn µipa ... " ("Che fece ... "), "TtµT] cr' EKdvous; 
6nou CT'tTJ smTJ 'tffiV / roptcrav Km <j>u11,ayouv 0epµo1tuAE<;" ("Honour to 
all those who in their lives [ ... ] guard some Thermopylae or 
other"): Thermopylaes, like the plural Ithacas in "I0<iKTJ", are 
overt, allegorical symbols, and a generalized moral is drawn. 
The same generalising and universalising tendency can be seen in 
the poems referred to earlier in connection with similes and gods, 
especially those that use the first person plural; we can also 
compare the poems that use the second person singular ("Mapnm 
n8o{ ", with its indefinite and non-specific "Kavi va<; 
Ap'tEµi8mpos;" ["some Artemidorus or other"], "A1tOAEl1tEtv o 0e6s; 
Av'trovwv", and "I0<iKTJ", all published in 1911, plus "O 0e68o't0<;" 
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[1915]), which are dominated by imperatives and other modes of 
command. The over-direct statements in propria persona that we 
find in the early poems are replaced in the later ones by the 
embodiment of similar attitudes in objectively presented 
situations. The later poems that use the imperative usually 
address not a character but a sensation or some aspect of the 
speaker's own person: in "Enea1:p£<jl£" this is the "ayamiµevT] 
a1CT8T]crt<;", in "0uµiJaou, crcoµa ... " the speaker's own body, and, in 
'TKpU,;a" and "T1:.xvoupyo<; Kpm:iJprov", memory; only in "'01:av 
81cydpov1:m" is a non-specific "poet" addressed.4 

Just as it is possible to group some of the distinctive features 
of the early and late poems into contrastive pairs, so we can 
make pairs out of some of the poems themselves, early and late, 
where the same motif recurs in both but its mode of presentation 
is different in each. Nevertheless, I am not trying to argue either 
that all of Cavafy's poems can be sorted into pairs (one early and 
one late), nor that the two poems that make up each pair that I 
am about to analyse are the only ones that treat the relevant 
themes. In what follows, I have chosen to present just a few 
illustrative examples. 

* 

One of the most effective ways of monitoring the development of 
both Cavafy's poetics and his philosophical outlook is to look at 
the changing ways in which he presents fate. 

"Ttdxr( (1896/1897) and "EK6µiaa ei~ TIJV Ttxv1( (1921)5 

Both of these poems, published a quarter of a century apart, are 
enunciated in the first person singular, and they are of a similar 
length (eight and seven lines respectively). More importantly, 
they contain some of the same vocabulary in strikingly different 

4 In "Mapnm £tooi" the speaker ostensibly addresses his "wuxfi", enjoining 
it to behave in a certain way in the future; this is strikingly different from 
the later exhortations to memory, body and sensation to bring back the 
fast. 

A single date in brackets after a title indicates the date of the poem's first 
publication; two dates separated by slashes indicate the date of 
composition followed by the date of first publication. 
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contexts, and this similarity clearly points up the contrasts 
between the two radically different situations depicted in the 
two poems. The phrase "Ka0oµm Kat an:dn:ii;oµm" in the first 
poem is replaced in the second by the opening words, "Kci0oµm 
Kat pEµ~ai;ro". In the first poem the speaker laments his fate 
("'tUXTJ" being significantly homophonous with "'tdx11"): the 
unspecified "they" have built walls around him, cutting him off 
from the outside world. By contrast, in the second, the poet is 
content to daydream in the confidence that Art will produce the 
ideal "Form of Beauty" by combining the fragmentary desires 
and sensations that he has offered up to Her. Art (in cooperation 
with Eros), is seen as a benevolent aesthetic destiny, shaping 
men's ends, guiding their actions in the way She wants, but 
collaborating with men in such a way that they gain too. It is not 
insignificant that the word "Texv11" is close in sound and ortho
graphy to "Tdx11", and that the same adverb ("avcn:ato0it'troi;") is 
used in both poems to characterise the way in which the walls 
have been built and the way in which Art goes about Her 
mysterious business. 

Reading the two poems together, then, we may conclude 
that, whereas in the first poem the speaker seems to be lament
ing his fate, the second poem shows that it is precisely this 
"imperceptible" shutting off from the outside world that has 
enabled him to become an artist: the second poem expresses the 
poet's "v61101<;"6 of the situation depicted in "Tdx11", of which he 
was unaware at the time when he wrote the first poem. The 
speaker, then, has overcome his earlier negative attitude to his 
solitude and confinement by giving himself up to the benevolent 
goddess Ttxv11 rather than to the vagaries of the goddess Tux11; in 
general, the guileful gods of the early poems are superseded by 
Art, who is the poet's perfect protectress. The second poem does 
not cancel out the first; rather, the two poems collaborate to 
produce a richer meaning than either one of them could have 

6 The poem "Noriou;" expresses the poet's later satisfaction at his 
realisation of the role of Art in events where he had been unaware of it at 
the time. 
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done on its own? It is also significant in this regard that in a 
poem Cavafy wrote three years after the second poem, "TI pt v 
wuc; aUasn o Xp6voc;", the narrator, having told the story of a 
couple who are forced to part by economic circumstances, wonders 
whether Tux11 has shown Herself to be a "KaAh1:i:x,v1c;" by 
separating them at the height of their beauty and their love, so 
that each. will remain forever for the other "the beautiful boy of 
twenty-four". Here - unusually for his late poems, where "1:uxri" 
is hardly mentioned - Cavafy underlines the possible connection 
between "Tu:x,r]" and "Ti:x,vrj", whereas the random character of 
Tux11 (like that of <'Pucnc; in "Tou µayal;wu") might be expected, in 
pre-Surrealist times, to be seen as the antithesis of Texv17.8 

It is interesting to monitor the fate of the word µoipa itself in 
Cavafy's poetry. It appears three times in his canon, each time 
in some way personified. In "Ta a11,oya 1:ou A:x,1Ueroc;" (1897) Zeus 
tells the divine horses that men are "rcaiyvw 1:17<; µoipac;". In "Ev 
£crrcepa" (1917), where the word is capitalized, it is said to have 
put a hasty end to a beautiful relationship. It is also given 
particular prominence by being one of a set of five richly rhyming 
words (rcdpa, Moipa, µupa, rcupa, l;avarctjpa) in this otherwise 
unrhymed poem. Finally, in "Kiµrov Ai::ap:x,ou ... " (1928), Moipa 
(again capitalised) is said to be a rcpo86nc;, leading people to 
desert their lovers for the sake of new ones - but this generaliz
ation is uttered by a fictitious poet who is unaware of the actual 
details of the specific situation he is writing about; in other 
words, the generalisation is itself contextualised and therefore 
relativised. 

* 

7 Pieris, taking a different view from mine of the genesis of Cavafy's poetry, 
claims that the "rejected" poem "Aot86<;" was "rewritten" as "Teixr(, then as 
"'Ocm µrcopei<;" (1992: 78-9, 81-2). 
8 Interestingly, Elytis professes his faith in the importance of the Surrealist 
hasard objectif in the title of one of his essays, "Texv11-Tux11-T6Aµ11" (Elytis 
1982), in which he replaces the elements of the name of Greece's posts and 
telecommunications organisation (Taxu8poµda, T11Aeypm1>oi, T11Mq>ffiva, 
known as ",:a 1:pia ,:au") with three words that are central to Cavafy's 
poetry (artistic daring is referred to in "Tou µayal;,iou" [1913], sensual 
daring in "Arc' 'te<; evvui" [1918]). 
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"H 7rOAL£"" (1894/1910) and "A£" <pp6vnt;av" (1930) 
In the first of these poems we find the use of two first persons; 
even in this early poem the situation is presented in the form of a 
dialogue. In the second, published twenty years later, we again 
find the first person singular, but this time there is only one 
character. In "H nolti:;" the gap between the "false" attitude of 
the "you" (i.e. the quoted speaker) and the "true" situation 
presented by the "I" (the first speaker) is unsubtly presented. 
The "I'"s tone is omniscient, authoritative, categorical, judge
mental and corrective. The dilemma of the character in the 
symbolic City, which is directly presented to the reader and 
directly commented upon by the "I'' in "H nolti:;", is placed at an 
ironic distance from poet and reader alike in "Ac; qipovnsav", in 
which the fictional speaker claims to have been ruined in or by a 
specific city (Antioch, which he describes as "µotpaia nolti:;", as 
though it were a femme fatale). The first character wishes to 
leave the city, the second merely to change his career. In the 
later poem Cavafy makes no attempt to impose a single view, 
thus implying that he is opposed to the imposition of any view. 
Interestingly, Cavafy becomes not only less didactic as he grows 
older, but less pessimistic. In "Ac; qipovnsav", as is usual in his 
later poems, Cavafy, instead of telling us what to believe, 
simply presents a situation and leaves us to judge for ourselves -
or not to judge at all, if we wish. I should add that the only other 
instance of µotpaioc; in the whole of Cavafy's canon is in "Oµvuet" 
(1915): "cr'tT\V iota / µotpai.a xapci, xaµtvoc;, l;avamai.vet." Here 
the poet is speaking directly and lamenting the situation. 

* 

"Ilt:piµivovrm; WV£" f3apf3dpov£"" (1904) and "Ev µt:yd?,.,17 t:AA1JVLK7J 
anoiKia, 200 n.X." (1928) 
In each of these poems, published a quarter of a century apart, 
we again find the use of the first person singular, each speaker 
now speaking not only for himself but on behalf his community. 
Even in the first poem ("Barbarians") the situation is presented 
dramatically, in the form of a dialogue between two speakers 
who with their questions and answers convey the action to the 
reader, while the second poem ("Colony") is presented as a 
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monologue by a character who is torn between calling in a 
"political reformer" (a management consultant in modern terms) 
to rationalise the running of the colony, and continuing to muddle 
through as before. 

In both cases we are dealing with entire communities that 
are going through difficult times, and in both cases the speakers 
are hoping (or fearing) that a solution will be provided to the 
community's problems by outsiders ("Ot pappapot cmv £A8ouv 8a 
voµo8£'t'l'\ crouv" in "Barbarians", "cu8ui:; m:ov vou 1:oui:; ptstKE<; 
µ£1:appu8µicrni:; Pasouv, / µ£ 'tT]V mtat'tT]O'l va £K't£A£cr8ouv avt:u 
avaPoArt<;" in "Colony"). In each poem Cavafy depicts characters 
unable to govern themselves. While in the first poem the 
(unnamed) Romans are expectantly awaiting the Barbarians 
(who eventually fail to turn up), in the second the Greeks 
eventually decide not to invite the reformer who might have 
provided a solution to their problems, unaware that within a 
few years the (barbarian) Romans will come and take away the 
very freedom of choice that for the moment allows them the 
luxury of the dilemma whether to invite the reformer or not; the 
Romans will carry out political reforms on a scale the speaker 
could not even dream of (we can compare the Romans solving the 
Delphic priests' dilemma in "IlpfoPcti:; an:' 1:TJV AA£1;av8pcw"). 

The two poems are complementary, being linked by similar
ities in the form of inversions: the speakers in "Barbarians" 
actually want the barbarians to come, but they don't show up, 
while the speaker in "Colony" is unaware that the barbarians 
are going to arrive. Once again, similarities serve to point up the 
differences in Cavafy's approach: in the first poem we have a 
fictitious state that bears some similarities to the historical 
Roman Empire, and fictitious barbarians who turn out not to exist 
(clearly a symbolic and allegorical situation), while in the 
second we have a nationality (Greek) and a date (200 BC), 
which enable the reader to place the situation within a specific 
historical context, even though the precise geographical setting 
is not specified. Furthermore, the responses of the second speaker 
in "Barbarians" to the insistent questions of the first are 
categorical and authoritative (like the response of the "I" in "H 
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noh<;"), while the mental deliberations of the speaker in 
"Colony" are tentative and self-contradictory.9 

* 

"Che fece .... il gran rifiuto" (1899/1901) and "Mipe; wv 1896" 
(1925/1927) 
In "Che fece .... " the poet imposes a view with resounding 
portentousness: "cxdvo 1· 6xt 10 crcocn6" brooks no ambivalence. 
Even though he expresses a view in favour of non-conformity 
which will lead to social condemnation and exclusion - he omits 
the phrase "per viltate" with which Dante condemns Celestine 
for refusing the offer of the papacy - Cavafy adopts an 
alternative but still "correct" attitude. By contrast, in "Mi pc<; 
1ou 1896", published twenty-six years later, Cavafy presents the 
portrait of a particular character, "nou avco an' 'tTJV nµ11, / Km 'tTJV 
un6ATJ\Jft 1ou e0ccrc avc~c'tacr1coi; / 'tTJ<; xa0ap11<; crapx6i; 1ou 'tTJV 
xa0ap11 ri<iov11". It is true that in "Mepc<; 1ou 1896", Cavafy 
adopts a more categorical tone than in most of his late poems; but 
I think this is a deliberate tactic to make us see this poem as 
presenting a specific instance of the general truth stated in the 
earlier poem. At the same time, the second poem helps us to see 
more clearly what kinds of choice are implied in the first. The 
two poems are also linked by the presentation of characters who 
are brought down by their refusal to conform, as well as the use of 
"crcoa16" ("Acv 0a-ravc acoa16") in both poems. (We can compare 
the less categorical phrase "coi; civm (yta 'tTJV 't£XVTJ µai;) acoa16" 
in "TTtpaaµa" [1917].) Perhaps the increasing openness of his 
society and his greater confidence in his own poetic expression 
accounts for the existence of the two poems, each one commenting 
on the other, but each standing as the historic record of the way 
in which Cavafy felt himself capable of speaking at the 
particular time. In another rewriting or revisiting of the theme 
of "Che fece .... ", dating from the same time as "Mepc<; 1ou 1896", 
namely "To 25ov e10<; 1ou ~iou 10u" (1925), Cavafy presents a 
character whose desire for a particular man has led him to 

9 Only in the last two lines is the distinction between the ignorant and the 
know-all collapsed. This is indicated both by the metre and by the 
typographical layout (Mackridge 1990: 139-40). 
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resign himself to the social disapproval that will be the 
necessary consequence of his persistence in pursuing this man. 

* 

"Ta t:n:lldvovva" (1911) and "An:6 T1JV axolrjv WV n:t:piwvvµov 
qnloa6<f>ov" (1921) 
Here we have two poems published ten years apart and set in 
Alexandria at a time when paganism is giving way to Christ
ianity. In the first, the fictional Syrian student Myrtias is "£ v 
µepn £0vtK6~, K' £V µep£t XPHJttavit;cov", while the reason why 
the anonymous character in the second hesitates to pass himself 
off as a Christian is that his parents are "ostentatiously pagan" 
and might cut off his monthly allowance. To be sure, the first 
already presents a fictional character speaking; yet Myrtias's 
confidence that he can give himself over to "dreamed-of 
pleasures, / to the most daring erotic desires, / to the lascivious 
drives of the blood" without fear, since, through contemplation 
and meditation, he will "again find his spirit, as before, 
ascetic", is undercut by the title, which could be seen as a direct 
and categorical authorial comment. By contrast, even though the 
ex-student in the second poem is presented in the third person, 
Cavafy uses the fictional technique of free indirect discourse and 
avoids direct comment on the character's confident belief that 
his looks will allow him to indulge in pleasure for ten years, 
after which he can start looking for a serious and respectable job. 
In both poems, then, a similar situation is presented, of a young 
man postponing the day when he will settle down to a 
respectable life, and meanwhile indulging in the pleasures of 
the flesh in the confidence that he will not be fundamentally 
changed by these experiences. But whereas Myrtias's own words 
are categorical and portentous, the other characters' words are 
flippant and cynical. Reading "Arc6 triv CTXOATJV" in the light of 
"Ta £rctKivouva", we are aware that the character's confidence is 
illusory, but Cavafy's avoidance of words such as "dangerous" in 
the second poem excludes any didactic dimension from the poem. 
With "Ta £mKiv8uva" we can link a poem dating from between 
the two poems, namely "H owpia 'tO'U Nepcovo~" (1918), where 
Nero muses that 'Tio11,u apKEtTJ / £iv' ri 8wpia rcou o 0£6~ tov oi8£t 
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I yw va <j>pov'ttcrct yw 'touc; µeAAOv'tac; Ktv8uvouc;", and there is a 
specific reference to "ri8ov~". 

* 

"Ta cUoya wv Axi-:Ltico(' (1896/1897) and "O rjlw; wv 
arcoyevµaw;" (1918/1919) 
In both of these poems, separated by twenty-two years, there is a 
displacement or decentring of experience. In the first, the death 
of Patroclus is viewed not through its impact on his lover 
Achilles, but from the perspective of Achilles's horses, who are 
at the same time divine gifts to the hero from Zeus and the 
farmer's possessions. In the second poem, as I have written 
elsewhere (Mackridge, forthcoming), the speaker is visiting a 
room where his lover had lived but which is now being rented 
out as office space. In his attempt to reconstruct the room as it 
had been when his lover had lived there, the speaker 
concentrates on the positions formerly occupied by the now absent 
furniture. The speaker metonymically displaces his affection 
and tenderness from the lover to the furniture: "0a ~ptcrKOV'tat 
aK6µ11 -ra Kai.iµeva n:ou0eva". Instead of wondering where his 
former lover is, he ponders the fate of these possessions. The 
absence of the lover is symbolized by the absence of the furniture. 
It is perhaps no coincidence that both of these poems contain, at 
or near the end, the same form of the tragic adjective 
"n:av'tonvr\ ", referring to the permanence of the loss of the 
beloved, and the reader wonders whether to infer that the lover 
in the second poem is, like Patroclus, dead. 

* 

"Bepµorcvle;" (1901/1903) and "Yrcep 'IT/; Axai'x:rj; Lvµrcoli1:eia; 
1r:oMµrjaav1:e;" (1922) 
Each of these poems has a similar beginning: "Ttµ~ cr' eKd vouc; 
on:ou ... " ("0epµon:uAec;"), "Av8pdot cmtc; n:ou ... " ("Yn:ip"). Both 
categories of honoured men have fallen in battle, while others 
are blamed by name for their fate. The earlier poem contains 
much generalisation that is irrelevant to the historical 
situation: 01.Katot, tO"Ot, Aun:11, €Ucrn:1caxvia, n:AOUO"tot Kat n:'tffiXOl, 
'tTJV aA~0eta oµtAOUV'tec;, xroptc; µtcroc; yw 'touc; 'lf€U◊Oµevouc;. 
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Thermopylae is a glaringly obvious and portentous allegorical 
symbol. By contrast, the second poem is contextualised by its last 
two lines, in which the (modem) poet tells us that the preceding 
lines were written in Alexandria by an Achaean in the seventh 
year of the reign of Ptolemy Lathyros, that is, in 109 BC, thirty
seven years after the battle of Leucopetra, in which the 
Achaean League was decisively defeated by the Romans. Here, 
then, opinions and feelings concerning admired characters are no 
longer expressed by an uncontextualised and therefore 
authoritative poetic voice, but by a particular individual who is 
precisely situated in place and time; and the degradation of the 
moral environment in which the fictional poet is writing is 
suggested by the nickname of the contemporary ruler of Egypt, 
Ptolemy VIII, namely "Chickpea". Furthermore, if Seferis is 
right (as I believe he is), the later poem refers indirectly to a 
specific contemporary historical event, the defeat of the Greek 
forces in Asia Minor in 1922 and the expulsion of the entire 
Orthodox Christian population from Asia Minor (Seferis 1974: 
329-30). 

* 

"Anol.sim:iv o 0t:6<; Avrcovwv" (1910/1911) and "Ev oijµm rlJ<; 
Mu(pa<; Aa-ia<;" (1926) 
In the first poem the speaker directly addresses an individual 
who finds himself in an analogous situation to Mark Antony, one 
of the central figures in the crucial Roman power struggle that 
ended with the Battle of Actium, which in turn ensured that the 
Greek world would henceforth be ruled directly from Rome. The 
speaker's words consist of urgent and impassioned exhortations 
concerning the proper (that is, Stoical) way to react to crushing 
defeat. In the later poem, published fifteen years later, the 
speaker is a fictitious municipal official, a petty participant in 
the same events in which Antony was a protagonist. He views 
Antony and Octavian from a distance as no more than 
interchangeable names. In contrast to the speaker in the Antony 
poem, the speaker in this later poem expresses a flippant and 
cynical attitude to the political subjugation of his whole 
civilisation to a militarily superior outsider. Yet at the same 
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time he expresses a smug sense of the cultural superiority of the 
Greeks vis-a-vis their conquerors.10 

* 

I have intended to show that by pairing one of Cavafy's early 
poems with one of the later poems we can highlight certain 
aspects of each of them that can help us form a clearer picture of 
the development of Cavafy's poetics and of the world-view that 
it embodies. Over time, and as his experience of life and art 
increases, the sententious and didactic general statements of his 
earlier career give way to the lively presentation of specific 
situations and incidents whose ambiguity demands constant 
reconsideration on the reader's part. As I have suggested, my own 
pairing of poems has been based on my own personal intuitions. In 
this way I hope to have suggested a fruitful method of reading 
Cavafy's poetry and to have encouraged others to find their own 
connections between the early and the late poems. 
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